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:3' Water Concessions

Caroline van den Berg works Who Wins, Who Loses, and What To Do About It
in the World Ba7zk's

R7esident Mission injakarta. Watser concessions create value by bSoosting service coverage and
She has been an adviseron qult,andIs rroigth efceny fuilyop ain.Wo

water supply and sanitation qult, b mrvgth efcenyofthtop ainsWo
projects for the past12 years wins, who loses, and by how mnuch fromn these concessions depends on

inLtiAmeic,Asia, and how the contract is designed and regulated. This N?ote p7roposes a
Af7isCa, for the World Bank

{; and also in theprivate simnple exercise in mnodeling the distribution of Ibenefits before a con-
-, sector, tract iS awarded as a way to avoid later problems with skewed dis-

1 ~~~~~trilbution of benefits. The ltote uses data fromn Argentina where
-- 2 ~~~~~failure to anticipate the distrib7ution of benefits mneant somce trans-

_ ~~~~~~actions went sour or had to bie renegotiated.

2_ Argentina was a pioneer in utility reforms in the ble regulator, investors would earn market
: ~~~~~~~~~1990s. The water reforms started in the capital, returns on their investment, and the bulk of the
o ~~~~~~~~Buenos Aires, with the concession awarded to benefits would accrue to customers. Contract

Aguas Argentinas in May 1993. Operations and design did not specifically address the distribu-
service improved rapidly, there was a tenfold tion of benefits. As a result, in Buenos Aires, for

-> increase in capital investment, and 1 million new example, it turned out that a tariff structure favor-
.< ~~~~~~~~consumers gained access to the system in the able to existing users and skewed against new con-

n. next five years. A series of smaller transactions in nections created difficulties in expanding services

O the provinces followed. Private concessionaires to the poor, and the contract had to be renegoti-

o ~~~~~~~~now operate 11 provincial and municipal utilities ated to meet its coverage targets. A skewed
w ~~~~~~~~(not including cooperatives), serving about half concession-which disadvantages a major con-

Z the urban population. Most of these concessions stituency of stakeholders-is not a good long-
ec have brought significant improvements, term business for anyone. Most likely, over the 25

<s ~~~~~~~~However some concessions have run into or 30 years of the contract, the regulator and con-

z ~~~~~~~~problems, largely because design flaws were left cessionaire will come under pressure (as hap-
O undetected before the contract was awarded. It pened in Buenos Aires) to amend the contract

3 ~~~~~~~~was assumed that if concessions were tendered terms or tariff structure. However, amending

IL'

-lzl ~~~~~~competitively with clear service quality and cover- existing contracts is a contentious and risky
- ~~~~~~~~age expanlsion targets, and supervised bya credi- process, which may at the extreme lead to
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WATER CONCESSIONS WHO WINS, WHO LOSES, AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT

termination (as in Tucuman province), loss of however necessary to protect the resource, drive
credibility of the regulator, or at least entail large up capital expenditure early in the contract, and
legal and process costs. It is better to start with a may create significant incremental expenditure
more balanced contract. in operating new wastewater plants and sludge

disposal schemes. The environmental benefits
Winners and losers accrue mainly to society at large, or to river and
A number of stakeholders can claim the value coastal area users downstream, not to the utility's
created by concessions. direct users who have to meet the costs.

2
The government's treasury Existing versus new customers
Before privatization, national and local govern- If customers "win" as a group, different cate-
ments in developing countries tend to be large gories of customers may still see different out-
net contributors to their water utilities. They comes, depending mainly on the service
may provide explicit operating or investment expansion targets and standards, exclusivity of
subsidies, hold equity on which they do not license and alternative modes of getting the
expect dividends, or backstop multilateral loans service, and the tariff structure. In Buenos Aires,
without pricing the guarantee-and they rarely the concession was awarded to the lowest tariff
collect corporate income tax from public water bidder, resulting in an immediate benefit to
undertakiiigs. When deciding to award a con- existing users. However, the connection fee
cession, most governments terminate these sup- remained high-in fact unaffordable to low-
ports, and often expect that the utility will income households-because it included an
quickly become a contributor to their budgets. "infrastructure charge" meant to finance not

Treasuries can also claim future benefits just the connection, but the incremental cost of
through the bidding process for the concession. expanding the secondary water distribution and
Rcccnt provincial concessions in Argentina sewer networks. Elsewhere ambitious coverage
have been awarded to the bidder offering the expansion targets in a contract, if the cost of
highest annual concession fee (canon) or the expansion is not borne by new users, can put
highest one-off entry fee. And in some provin- pressure on a utility's cash needs and drive up
cial concessions, regulatory fees levied from the charges for existing users. Benefits to new users
concessionaires are quite high (as much as 6 may be overstated in the analysis of a conces-
percent of gross revenues). sion, by ignoring the fact that some already had

It is not unreasonable for governments to acceptable service from alternative sources
expect a return on investment in assets they (through private wells, or small providers).
devolve to concessionaires, but this means that Some groups have neither benefits nor losses:
users will pay more and, if the treasury's cut for instance, if municipal ordinances prevent the
exceeds the value created by the winning bidder, utility (public or private) from hooking up
may end up worse off than before the reform. households who live on untenured land, the con-

cession will make no difference to them, and the
Downstream water resource users adoption of "universal" coverage rates in the con-
Governments are rarely effective in regulating tract may lead to legal difficulties at the end of
themselves, so publicly-run utilities in developing the contract period. At least one significant
countries often infringe environmental law, espe- group of customers always loses from a more
cially on wastewater discharge, without incurring effective commercial management: those who
penalties. Although most countries in Latin were able to dodge payment (fraudulent users,
America have strict effluent regulations, about 90 or users who are delinquent in paying their bills).
percent of municipal sewage flows are discharged
raw. Concessions often come loaded with waste- Legacies
water investment mandates and tight deadlines The distribution of benefits is not determined
for environmental compliance, while penalties by privatization alone. Governments could
are more likely to be enforced. These mandates, decide (and have in many developed coun-



Table Modifications to the concession structure

Initial proposal and associated problems Adjustments to draft concession documents

Proposal: Ambitious service expansion targets in the initial years of Expansion targets in the initial years were reduced.

concession. Capital subsidy, especially for sewage treatment, was introduced.

Problems: Secondary network costs charged to all customers, through a

* Concessionaires will suffer liquidity problems in the early years of surcharge, instead of being charged to new and mostly poor

concession. customers.

* Concessionaires will not get sufficient rates or return on investments.

* Expansion targets are likely to exceed customers' willingness to pay 3

for services.

Proposal: No clear strategy to address the issue of the poor. Secondary network costs charged to all customers, through a

Problem: surcharge, instead of being charged to new and mostly poor customers.

* New and poor customers may be losers of the reform program. * Use of canon payments to provide direct investment subsidies to the

poor.
* Introduction of appropriate technologies to reduce cost of service to

the poor.

* In very special cases, the introduction of lifeline rates can be

considered.

tries) to improve public utilities' environmen- The second-generation concessions in

tal performance, and authorize them to Argentina are much smaller than the first, with

increase their tariffs accordingly. Likewise, the customer populations between 25,000 and

way the tariff structure shares the costs of sys- 250,000, and starting annual revenues between

tem development between users has nothing to US$2 million and US$11 million. Most of them

do with a decision to privatize per se. However, are in the poorer regions, which require special

these decisions are perceived by the public care in designing concessions.

(and often by the designers themselves) as one The modeling was based on draft concession

"reform package." Some issues that remained documents. Four major stakeholder groups

latent under public operation can emerge were identified: governments (federal, provin-

more strongly after privatization. High charges cial and local); the existing and future utility

for new connections matter little in a public customers; residents who are not necessarily

utility which does not expand coverage, but customers of the water utility, but would bene-

they are binding for a reformed operation fit from environmental improvements; and the

driven by contractual expansion targets with shareholders of privatized uitilities.

penalties. The analysis was applied to three provincial

utilities, with no change in their tariff structures

Stakeholder analysis (tariff levels, tariff groups and blocks, and con-

To predict problems in the proposed conces- nection policies). The data indicated that in all

sion structure of the second generation of water cases reform would benefit society, with high

concessions, the World Bank developed a economic rates of return between 24 and 54 per-

model which differs from those used by most cent, because the incumbent utilities are grossly

financial advisers, which focus only on the via- inefficient. However, a closer look at the distri-

bility of the transaction and on its fiscal impact. bution of the benefits showed that the stake-

This new model determined: holders would not share the cost and benefits of

* The overall net benefits from utility reform. reform equally. The government came up as the

* The impact of utility reform programs on the sure winner, at the expense of consumers. In two

different stakeholders. of the three utilities, consumers would lose from

* Whether the proposed reform model was the proposed reform. Features of the current

likely to attract private operators. tariff structure, such as high connection costs
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1 * Before U After Net present value of cash flow to stakeholders (U.S. dollars)
-30 -25 -20 -IS -10 -5 0 5 10 IS 20 25 30 35

viewpoint
Government

Customers_
Customers is an open forum to

Poor customers _ encourage debate on public
policy innovations for

Non-poor customers market-based solutions to
development. The views

Society published are those of the

authors ad should not be
Shareholders attributed to the World

Bank or any other affiliated

Note: The model shows that, in the case of Parani, further work on the tariff structure (which this simple simulation tool does not include) is required to make the concession design more organizations. Nor do any of
pro-poor. The internal rate ot return on shareholder returnt is still 1I percent after adjustments in the draft concession contract. Whether that is a sufficient risk premium for the shareholders will
be refected in a trade-off with canon paid to the government. the conclusions represent

official policy of the World

Bank or of its Executive

and mandatory obligations to connect to net- contracts. Under the initial design, the total loss Directors or the countries

works, combined with several features of the pro- to consumers from the concession design was they represent.

posed concession contract, such as the use of US$25 million over the 30-year concession in
canon payments to award concessions, made Parana. After the redesign, consumers gain by To order additional copies

consumers unlikely to benefit. Concessionaires US$3 million, or about US$49 per connection. please call 202 458 1111 or

would have little incentive to serve new cus- contact Suzanne Smith,

tomers, as most of the rewards of the concession Conclusions managing editor.

came from serving the existing customer base Although the move to private sector provision Room 19-216,

more efficiently. If the investments were sepa- offers an opportunity to address inefficiencies, The World Bank,

rated into rehabilitation (or efficiency improve- the Argentine experience shows that many 1818 H Street, NW,

ment) and expansion investments, the former incentive distortions carried over into the con- Washington, D.C. 20433,

would result in large benefits, whereas the latter cession contracts may make it difficult to
would largely be a loss-maker for the conces- provide services effectively, particularly to the Telephone:

sionaire under an unchanged tariff structure. poor. Also, distortions may become more con- Fax:

After seeing these simulation results the spicuous as the utility's service objectives 00 202 522 318I

provincial and local authorities decided to mod- become embedded in an "arm's-length" con- email:

ifsy the design, producing a more balanced and tract (rather than the softer undertakings which ssmith7@worldbank.org

probably more robust contract. In one of the exist between a public corporation and its gov-
contracts, the new design (with re-balancing of ernment owner).
infrastructure charges alone, and use of canon Printed on recycled paper

revenue to subsidize social connections), would
not be enough to create positive benefits for cus-
tomers-a better design could be achieved only Caroline van den Berg (cvandenberg@worldbank.org), Regional

by further change within the tariff structure and Team Leader for East Asia and the Pacific in the Water and

possibly a slower sequencing of proposed envi- Sanitation Program, World Bank.

ronmental improvements.

The changes to the three contracts are sum-
marized in table 1. Figure 1 shows the distribution
of gains for key stakeholder groups, in the origi-

nal and the modified design for one of the three

This Note is available online:
www.worldbank.org/html/fpd/notesI


